“One Community”  
(Verses are spoken word.)

**Verse 1:**
Sunrise out in Nature ~ brings the Earth a sense of Peace 
Beauty, Gratitude & Respect are Rhythms from the East 
Hot volcanic iron rocks with rivers on the rise. 
Mountain lakes host tufa rocks beneath the desert Skies.

**Chorus ~ D minor**
Dm    Gm7       Dm    Gm7  
Community yeah Community yeah  
Dm    Gm7  
Permission from our tender hearts  
Am7    Dm  
We’re One Community ~ Repeat.

**Verse 2:**
The railroad tracks and emigrant paths are trails through the parks 
Cactus flowers bluebirds sing at sunset before dark 
Permission from our tender Hearts with Care & Unity 
We’re not just in Our Own Backyard, we’re One Community.

**Chorus ~ D minor**
Dm    Gm7       Dm    Gm7  
Community yeah Community yeah  
Dm    Gm7  
Permission from our tender hearts  
Am7    Dm  
We’re One Community ~ Repeat.

**Verse 3:**
Student’s new verse followed by chorus